
Sharks and Whales daily story 

- Wednesday, March 24, 2021 



Today the children learnt the song Rabbits 

Have Bright Shiny Noses, which is a funny song 

about a rabbit’s powder puff (tail) being on the 

wrong end. 

Some of the children then had a go at gluing a 

fluffy ball onto a picture of an Easter rabbit be-

fore colouring the picture in. 

Ellie put so much effort into her piece of art-

work, carefully gluing on decorative coloured 

shape pieces. 

Philip coloured in his sheet with a blue pencil 

as Carter added the colour red to his. 

Lucas used purple and green to add colourful 

hues to his sheet. 

Great work everyone! 



The children helped each other out so much 

today with puzzles, building and more. 

Carter and Hakim were working together to 

put a dinosaur puzzle together. They had so 

much fun putting the pieces together, as 

soon as it was finished, they pulled it apart 

and started again! Ellie later joined in on 

their fun. 

The children have also been practising taking 

turns when we water the seedlings and 

counting how many sprays of water go into 

each. 

This kind of co-operative work together is so 

great to see. 

Many friendships are blooming amongst the 

Whale and Shark students. 







Whales Staff Name 
Hannah         

        Shift 
11.45-12.15         

 

Date March 24, 2021 
Rest Pause 

10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Wednesday 
Lunch 

          
CHILD'S NAME 

Morning tea 
Lunch 

 Afternoon tea 
Rest Time     

Clothing  
 

HAKIM   HALF ALL  All Rest Time     
 

LUCAS   ALL ALL  All Rest Time     
 

PHILIP   ALL ALL  All 12.10 - 1.40pm     
 

ELLIE   ALL ALL  All 12 - 1.40pm     
 

CARTER   ALL ALL  All 12.05 - 1.45pm     
 

UV Rating  Sun protection recommended from 8:10 am to 3:50 pm 
Morning 
Tea   FRESH FRUIT AND RICE CAKES 

Lunch   CHICKEN AND RICE 

After-
noon tea       Vegemite crackers and fruit 

 


